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Prostate cancer is the most common type of cancer in Canadian men and accounts for 27% of all cancer cases (Canadian Cancer Society and National Cancer Institute of Canada, 2010). Despite improvements in early detection and treatment, many men progress from localized to advanced disease. Advanced prostate cancer is a chronic condition requiring extended outpatient care for treatment, symptom management, and palliation. Two distinct patient populations live with advanced prostate cancer: those with hormone-sensitive cancers and those with hormone-refractory cancers. Treatment for hormone-sensitive prostate cancer involves controlling disease growth through androgen-deprivation therapy by medical or surgical castration. Eventually, most patients develop hormone-resistant prostate cancer, at which point the focus is on palliative treatment with chemotherapy, radiation, and supportive care (McMurtry & McMurtry, 2003). Men with prostate cancer may live for long periods of time even after the development of advanced disease and, therefore, face many challenges living with a chronic illness (Stephenson, 2002). Common issues associated with advanced prostate cancer include deteriorating levels of function related to cancer and aging and issues related to sexual and urinary function, fatigue, and pain (McMurtry & McMurtry, 2003; Penson & Litwin, 2003). Aggressive supportive care is needed to manage symptoms, including pain, spinal cord compression, fatigue, cachexia, and bowel and urinary obstruction, related to bone metastasis and soft tissue disease (Khafagy et al., 2007; Lindqvist, Rasmussen, & Widmark, 2008). Physical symptoms related to androgen deprivation and chemotherapy for metastatic disease exacerbate disease-related issues (Penson & Litwin, 2003). Less urgent but no less important needs related to information, treatment decisions, side-effect management, and coping also exist (Gray et al., 2002; Gray, Fitch, Phillips, Labrecque, & Klotz, 1999). For Canadian patients with advanced prostate cancer, nursing support is provided in outpatient cancer treatment programs, hospitals, and through care delivered by healthcare professionals in the community in which patients live. However, restructuring of health care in Canada, poor access to supportive care expertise, and limited funding opportunities have hindered the development of supportive care services.